
 

  

   

 

 

 

 

PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY FOR 

SMART BUSINESS 



� Ergonomic design: 

Safer, more comfortable 

operation 

 

� Flip door design offers 

easy-to-thread film with 

quick access to nip rolls. 

 

� Long lasting mixing 

module fast & easy to 

clean and change. 

 

� 90 degree spindle 

feature ensures that film 

is loaded the proper way 

� User-friendly, intuitive 

control panel – simple, 

instinctive to navigate 

    
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

IntelliPack foam-in-place systems are designed for operator convenience. Multiple options 

are available that meet small, medium and large application needs. Whether the requirement 

is protective void fill, blocking and bracing or cushioning, users can be confident that the 

product packaged is optimally protected during the entire shipping and handling process. 

Easy to use 
 

Smart Bagger 
 

Operator selects 
proper bag size 
and foam amount. 

Operator places 
bag inside box and 
places object on 
top of foam cushion 

Foam cushion 
cover placed on 
top of product, 
box sealed 

Final packaged 
product 



� Tapered dispenser 

Greater access and more 

precise dispensing 

 

� Heated dispenser 

minimises cold-shots 

Create the optimal 

environment for 

consistent foam 

performance. 

� Long lasting mixing 

module fast & easy to 

clean and change. 

 

� Zero maintenance 

expense, parts are 

included with equipment 

lease at no additional cost 

 

� Insulated handle stays 

cool  

Maximum comfort and 

safety for users 

� Special mounting plate 

Flexible mounting 

options 

 

 
IntelliPack's SmartSHOT™ is our standard handheld, foam in place packaging system designed 

for small, medium and large applications that require protective void fill, blocking and 

bracing, and cushioning during the shipping and handling process. 

Smart Shot 
 

Smart Mold 
 

Wood mold custom built 
to produce the ideal 
cushion shape 

Film placed in mold, 
foam dispensed 

Final product fits 
perfectly into the pre-
molded foam cushion 



    

  RIPAC GmbH +49 (0) 2181 75 660 80 

Kölner Landstraße 103 info@ripac-film.com 

D-41515 Grevenbroich ripac-film.com 

 

IntelliPack systems are specifically engineered to work with our family of consumables, 

SmartFOAM™, SmartLUBE™ and SmartFILM™. Together, they achieve a total packaging 

solution that provides customers with superior product protection.  

IntelliPack SmartFOAM™ A/B Liquid Foam 
 1050 litre totes 210 litre drums 

*60 litre drums available 

A-Liquid foam 1,134 kgs 227 kgs 

B-Liquid foam 1,043 kgs 204 kgs 

Features • Clear outer container colour allows user to visually see foam consumption 

• Inline and barrel pump options available with state-of-the-art brushless 

motors and controls to run longer. No additional components required. 

IntelliPack Liquid Foam System 

SLD 
Super low-density (SLD) foam provides average cushioning and material 

recovery. SLD is a high performance replacement for loose fill, kraft paper, air 

bags, cellulose wadding or newspaper. 

HE 
High-efficiency (HE) foam provides good, initial cushioning and fair protection 

after multiple drops for medium to heavy products (10-30 kg). HE is a preferred 

alternative for all flexible protective packaging. 

MLD 
Moldable foam (MLD) provides flexible cushioning and excellent recovery for 

fragile or heavy products (20-55 kg) after multiple drops. MLD foam is an 

excellent replacement for all flexible protective packaging. Pads may be reused. 

HD 
Provides excellent recovery for medium to heavy (25-70 kg) products, even after 

multiple drops. An excellent replacement for all flexible protective packaging. 

Pads may be reused. 

FLX 
Flexible foam (FLX) provides excellent recovery for medium to heavy products 

(25-70 kg), even after multiple drops. FLX foam is an excellent replacement for 

all flexible protective packaging. Pads may be reused. 

 

   

 

Supplies 
 


